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INTRODUCTION

In devising syntactic description, linguists havé generally relied 

for their primary data on the judgement's of native speakers as to which 

cohstructiorls vbelong to ,the language. If he- is •a nat ye speaker, the 

judgements are most frequently those of the linguist himself.• The reli- 

ability of• such intuitions has been assailed frop a number'of directions, 

particularly whenthe data are supplied by linguists (e.g. Bever 1970, 

 343-348; Levelt 1972; Labov 1972, 198f ; Greenbaum 1973) , and there is

now a body of evidence demonstrating that the methods of elicitation         may

affect judgements  (e. g. Greenbaum 1973; E11iAt 'et al. 1974; Greenbaum ' 

1974). Partly as a result of concern Over the reliability bf aF ceptabil- 

ity intuibionä, some transformational-generative linguists havíe been ae-

turning to the systematic collection of samples of language in actual 

use' as the primary data for language description, but this trend        has been

mainly restricted to sociolinguistic studies of phonetic variables and 

.of a few syntactic variables of very high frequency (cf.; particularly

Labov 1972, 207-216). It is likely that for the foreseeable future lin-

_guilts will çontinye to, use acceptability intuitions as an important source 

:of data for syntactic description. 

Corpus studies have long been used for discovering datatobe included

• .in á syntacticdescription. Linguists who èmphásize a functional view 



of language description tend to be interested in relative frequencyof 

_language use. Such linguistshave used orpus studies to provide data 

on relative freque ncies • of, syntactic constructions in the lange as, gua 

a whole, or within a particular variety of the language or between dif-

ferent varieties of the language (e.g. Lerch 1966; Svertvi1c49661. Surpris- 

ingl/ enough, linguists have not attempted to elicit judgements of fre-

quency to supplement corpus data on frequency. Labby has denied that 

native speakers can report reliably on relative frequency, but his'claim 

,anpear Zni the context of a ,discue9ion of variables that are  strong markers

of social values (Labov 1972, 66), and it may not, be true for variables 

that have no such function.

The experiments reported on here were intended to investigate (a)

whether it is feasible to use frequency judgements by native speakers

for the syntactic descaiptio8 of English, and (b) whether there I.e a re- 

lationship between frequency and acceptability judgements. The sentences

included in the experiments constituted several sets of syntactic optiods 

in &7glish.• It was }loped that the results would indicate the conditions that influence changes in perceived frequencies.

SUBJECTS AND PROCEDURE

.Two.seta óf expbriments were conducted,• each set consisting of two 

experiments eliciting judgements that were to be correlated:

1a - Sca[18 Frequency .judgements 

1b - Proportional Frequency judgements

211 - Scale Frequency judgements

2b - Acceptability judgements



This report will be concerned only with the Scaie Frequency and ACcepta. 

bility judgements in experiments 1a, 2a and 2b.

/ For an analysis of the Frequency judgements alone, we conflate the 

results   of the 1a and 2a experiments, since there was no. selection 'involved 

inthe individuals appearing in the twó,experim'ents:ánd,the procedures 

 were the same on both occasions. Three sets of results are therefore

analyzed j.n this reports_ ' 

(1) lá and 2a - Fraquénoy.judge7nents 

( 2) 2b - Acceptability ,judgements ' 

( 3) 2a and 2b - Frequency judgements correlated withAccept ability 

•judgénents • 

The experiments were given in May-April 1974 to students attending

large History lecture courses at the freshman level at the University of

Wisconsin-Milwaukee _With the permissigh of the. instrqCtorto the inves- 

tigator conducted the experiment at the beginning of lecture  periods.1 

.The subjects;' who participated  voluntarily, were told that the experiments

were concerned'with'how language works. Th* a and b experiments• in the. 

ssme;.set were•gi ven at. the same le4ture kourse ateast a week apart. .. 

The subjects in the 'experiments Were-e nlingUists, predomiñaptly, 

freshmanandsophomores andpred9mi nantly froni•the: State of Wisconsin,, 

Thé majority were males between the ages of 18 and 21.. The numbers' for 

 each set o resùlts f were: 1a ai d 2a - 191; 2b - 142; 2a And 2b - 87.•2

The sentenças presehbed•to'the subjects were identical for both the 

Frequency and Acceptability experiments. They are listed in Appendit 1.



The sentences were given in pairs in a stapled booklet. Each of the al-

terrlate orders was given,to half of the subjects. The order of the pairs 

was randomized afresh for each booklet. 

The subjects were untimed, though they were encouraged to. work quickly. 

Appendix II gives the instructions for the two types of experiments, which 

were presented at the beginning, of each booklet. As can be seen from the 

instructions, the subjects were asked to judge each sentence in a pair on

a five-point scale. The -extremes for the Frequency experiment were 

marked very rareand very frequent, while those for the Acceptability 

experiment were marked completelyunacceptable and perfectly OK. 

MATERIAL

The 50 pairs of sentences are grouped linguistically in Appendix 1.

rubjeçts judged sentences in pairs. -Sentences within a pair have the same 

lexical content but differ syntactically. It was hoped that judgements' 

would focus on the syntactic variation     within the pair. The 75 numbered. 

sets each have two oáirs.of sentences:      an a-b pair and a c-dpair. The 

c-d pairs repeat the syntactic variation in the corresponding a-b pair 

' but with a•different lexical content ; "far .example, the active/passive 

contrast in a j i-lb (1a: Marvin saw Susan -1b: Susan was seen by Marvin)

recurs with'lexical variation in. le-ld (lo: Bruce called Jane.-: ld: Jane 

' was' ca1led bÿ Bruce):' The c-d pairs provide somemeasure of control over

'the extent to which the judgements of frequency and acceptability are 

influenced by the lexical content of the pair of sentences., In the ex-

' periments the c-d pair's appeared in the second half of the booklet; in' 

the same sequence as the randomized a-b pairs. 



. The numbered sets cire here; grouped .into eight sections that are labeled 

to indicate the syntactic variation being investigated. Thus, the first 

section i's concerned with thé option between activé and passive in English. 

In set I1 the sentences are declarative, in pet 2 they' are interrogative,. 

-and in set 3 they are declarative bút•'also cóntaift a.mbdel auxilia y. 

Atissue is whether these syntactic differences affect judgeiñents:op.the' 

acceptability and frequency of thë sentences. For example, is the per-. 

ceived frequency of the active/passive contrast' different far questions 

and statements? Report 2 contains a lingKi..stic enallysit bf this type of 

data in the results. 

RESULTS

Intra-subject Consistencÿ - 

Subjects were required toindicate, their judgements by  putting a 

.check-mark on eadh'lind,,in one out of fiveboxes., A subject can be said to

be :consistent In his judgements if he puts his check-mark in an iden- 

tical box on two occasions ( Direct Hits'): A. weaker acknowledgement 

of consistency allows for adjacent boxes as well; that is to say, the

subject is considered consistent not only if his check-mark is in iden-- 

tical boxes on both occasions but also if the check-mark in the subsequent

experiment is in a box immediatelyi- higher• pr. immediately lower than it

was in the previous experiment ('Direct Hits'). 

Tablé 1 summarizes the results of intra-subject consistency      for three 

sets of data: 



..(L) frequency judgements of sentences that have different lexical 

content but are considered to be identical in the syntactic feature un- 

der investigation, i.e. each a sentence and .its corresponding c sentence, • 

and each b sentence and its corresponding d sentéñce; 

(2) acceptability judgements of the same sets of sentences as in:(1); 

(3) the frequency judgement of each sentence and the acceptability 

ju figement for the same sentence. 

The first column in each set of results in Table 1 gives the number 

of related sentences for which a given percentage range'o1 subjects achieved 

Direct Hits; for example, in the first column for Frequency judgements,• 

\ there were three pairs of sentences where 70-74`4 of the subjects had Di-

rect Hits. The second column in each set shows the same for Direct Hits ±1. 

Absolute consistency is perhaps not to be expected for judgements 

where either the sentences varied (sets 1 and 2) or the type,of judgement 

varied (set 3),'but it might be noted that in 27 of the 50 pairs of sen-

tences 504 or more of the subjects gave identical Acceptability judgements 

for the lexically-varied sentences. If we use the weaker measure of con- 

sistency and allow a one-position difference between two judgements, the

results are impressive. In 46 of the 50 pairs of sentence in the Fre-

quency experiment 70`4 or more      of the subjects achieved Direct'Hits *1, 

while in the Acceptability experiment there were 47 pairs within that 

percentage. for set' 3, in 11 of the .100 sentences 65% or more achieved , 

Direct Hits tl when they judged both for Frequency and for Acceptability. 

As general measures for the • data, we can devise an intra-subject 

.consistency index: we add percentages      of subjects achieving Hits and 

divide that nufiber bk the number or 'tests.' The intra-subject consistency 

indices for the three sets are: 



Frequency • v.  
Frequency Acceptability Acceptability

Direct Hits 414 b' 51.5% 37. 2% 
Direct ' Hit s ±1 ' 79. 3'     79.9% 74.6% 

% OF FREQUENCY ( la + 2a) ' ACCEPTABILITY ( 2b7 FREQUENCY ( 2a) v. 
SUBJECTS Lexically-varied Lexically-varied ACCEPTABILITY (2b) 

Sentences Sentences 
( 50 pairs)  ( 50 pairs) (100 peirs) 

Jirect Direct Direct, .Direct Direct Direct 
Hits Hits f 1 Hits Hits f 1 Hits . Rite ± 1 

95-100 2 4
90-94 2 4 5

85- 89 8 9 2 
   9 80-84 11, 13 

75-79  14 2 11 1 19 
70-74 11               1 12 .25 
65-69 3 3 3 3.. 20 

60-64 2 1 5  2 9 
3. .55-59 3 8 1 

•4 50-54  .8 2' 
 45-49 .7 8 8

40-44'. 9  8 12 
2335-59 12                                    3

30-31~   10 4 

25-29 20

20-24 4

 TABLE 1

INTRA-SUBJECT CONSISTENCY:   SCORES. 
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The results indicate that subjects can generally be"cbnsist.ent in 

their sÿntactic judge~eents.of both Frequency and Acceptability      of sentences . 

. that are designed to be similar Syntacticá.U,y thoug differingh in 'lexical' 

content, if the•measure or consistency allows for a one-position differ-

ence••on• the T ve-place scale used on the two occasions. The results also

" suggest that there is an assóciation betwken.frequency, and acceptability 

ju igements. 

For, the set 3 data we oaá also ednsider intra•.súbject consistency', 

in. the direction óf judgements pwithin airs of sentences That is to say,

if sentence a (e. g. la:'Marvin saw Susan) Is ,judged to be. more fre-

• :quent than sentence b (e.g. lb: ,Susan was seen by Marvin); we can ask 

whether a is judged moka ,acceptable than b., Two consistency measures • 

• were.aairi devised.. Asullject is consistent iron,both occasions he marked

• -the •s'ame• sentence as higher than the other " in the pair or if he 'larked 

batfi as equal on the scatle. •: He is of. cóuree :tonally iri~Ons1etent if he• 

judged the frequency of b VS higher than b bút judged 'the acceptability 

'of,' as lotirez than b.' A w eaker neasure of .inconsistency allbws the sub- 

jecto mark the same position for the two sentences on one occasiun and 

difSer•ent positions In the other , stor3 ('partial consisten'ey,'); for 

exemple; he:,judged A and b as equally frequent, but ª dis more acoeptáble 

than 'b.. The thre e columns in Table 2 give the percentage range, thé num- 

number of sentences where there is total consistency in directionof, judBe— 

ments, andthe number ofsentences where there is either total consistency

or partial consistency.

https://judge~eents.of


TABLE 2 

tNTRA=SUBJECT 'CONSISTENCY:  
DIRECTION ,OF FREQUENCY AND ACCEPTABILITY JUDGEMENTS 

° OF SUBJECTS 
TOTALAGROiIENT 

IN DIRECTION 
;FOR 4 PAIRS 

TOTAL AGREEMENT 
+ CASES OF ONE PAIR 

WITH EQUAL SCORES 

95-100 4 
90-94 
85-89 • 

4 
8 

'80-84 3 10 

75-79 3 17 

70-74 

65-69 

2 
'1 

7 

60-64N 5 

55-59 5

5!.)-54 11 

45-49 5 

40-44 8 

35=39 5 

As can be seen from the table, in 32 of the pairs over 50% of the

subjects marked'the sentences in the same direction for both judgements,

while in' all 50 pairs over 70ñ of the subjects were !dither"" totally or 

partially consist@rit.; Total inconsistency ranged for individual pairs 

of sentences from 3.6% of the' subjects to 28.6%..' The intra-subject con-

sistency index for tôt al consistency is 55.1%, while for combined total 

'and partial consistency it is 81.7%; the indèx fur total inconsistency • 

is 18.2%. The analysis provides support fpr the hypothesis that frequency 

ánd accepta&lility ratings foi a given pair of sentences tpnd 'to go in 

the same direction.



A similar indication is conveyed by n analysis of the mean scores, 

listed in Table 3. •The mean scores for. the two types of judgement'on '• , 

individual. sentences differed,less than the value of. one. position in the 

five—place. scale for any of the 100 sentences. '• The greatest differ 

.Was .94, but' in 67 sentences it was less than ; 5Œ and in as many as 22 

. sèntenees it was less than .L The difference was predominantly in the 

,direction of the Acceptability mean score being bigher'than the Frequency

mean score 86 out of 100 sets of judgements. Of the 14 .sets where the 

teverse occutred-'Frequency mean score higher than Acceptability mean 

score (indicated by en arrow 6n-the Table) -- the mean difference was less. 

.than :21. The mean ,sces point: to a n'arrower Faze for Acceptability 

judgements than for Frequency judgentents. .In both cases, the highest

mean score is 4.69; but.the lowest mean score for Acceptability is 2:5, 

whereas for-Frequency there are 16 seneencee with mean scores, below r'2. 5 

and the lowest mean is 1.57. 



TABLE 3 

MEAN SCORES FOR ACCEPTABILITY AND FREQUENCY JUDGEMENTS: • 
SUBJECTS IN BOTH EXPERIMENTS 

a-b pairs ç-d pairs 

Acc. ' ' Freq. Acc:, • Freq. Acc. Freg. Acc. •Freq. 

la 4.57 - y.60 14a 4.19 3.99 lc ' 4.60 ->4.66 14o 4.09 4.01 

lb: 2. 47 1. 74 14b , 3.00 2.91 • ld 2. 65 1. 93 14d • 2. 66 2:35 

2a 4. 52 -> 4.69 15a 2.95 2.40 ' 2c 4.69 .4. 67 15c 3.19 2. 56 

2b 2..59 . 1. 67 15b• 4. 20 4.08" 2d ' 2. 53 1. 89 15d 4.16 4. 24 

3a 4. 51 > 4. 57 16A" 4.09 3. 85. 3c' 4. 47   4. 52 16c 3. 94 . 3. 67 

3b 2. 50 ' 1. 57 16b - 3. 38 3. 05 3d 2. 64 2. 02 16d 4. 02 ' - 3.40 

4a 3.84' 3.10 17a 4. 28 4.08 4c 3.87 3. 23 17c 3.71 • 3.13 

4b ' 3. 67 . 3. 57 17b 3. 38 2. 69' 4d 3. 81 3. 64 17d 3. 94 - 3. 64 
5a 3. 66 2. 95 18a 2. b6 1. 94 5c 3: 78 3.13 18c 2. 94 2.17 

5b 3.63 . 3.42 - 18b 4.45 4.45 5d 3.66 3. 59 18d 4.26 4.02 

6a 3.93 3.54_ 19a 4.17 4. 1.0 6c 4.28 3.98 19c 3.95    4.16 
'6b 3.27 3.23 '196 4.05 3.45 6d . 3.22 3.01 19d 3.97 3.16. 

7a ,4. 31 - 3.74 20a ' 4.-02 4.09 7c  4.34 4.18 20c 3. 87 3. 94 
7b 3.00 '2. 90 20b 3.98 3.43 7d 2.62 2.43 20d 3. 92 3: 30 

8a 3. 00 -> '3.09 21a • 4. 23 • . 4.18 ' 8c 2. 82 -  2.92. 21c 4. 20 4.17 
8b , 4:65 '' 3. 64 21b 31157 3. 21 8d - 4. z6 3. 74 21d 3. 72 3. 21 

3. 86 , 9a 4.19 3•55 22a ,, 3. 33 3.05 9c 4.13 22c 3. 33 2.43 

9b .3. 31 ' " 3. 23 22 b 3. 69 3. 51 9d 3. 07 2. 63 22d . 4. 04 4. 09 

10a 2. 84 ->• 2. 98 23a 4. 28' 3. 90 10c ' 2: 80  '2. 84 23c 4. 28 3. 82 

10b ' 4.16 3. 63 23b 2. 88 2. 45 10d • 4. 36: 3: 93 23d 3. 00. 2. 48 

11a 4.08 3.57 24a 4.•24 4.12 11c 4.27 3.94 ~ 24c 3.89 3.66 

1:1b • 3: oz `, z. 86 24b 3. 63 2; 99 lid 3. 32 ' 2. 75 24d 3. 69 3. 29 
12a 4.15 4.07 25a • 3. 58 3. i 12c 3. 993. 69 25c 3. 36 3.16 

12b 3.1q'' 2.48 25b ;,•3.68   3.41 '12d 3.60 . 3.31 25d ~ 4.03 3.67 
13a 3:66.'' 3. 26 13c 3.36 2.95 

~3d . 13b 3.80   3.60 134 3.87 3.63 



An analysis of variance was used to estimate the reliability of the 

measurements (Winer 1971, 283-289}. It w'as found to be more manageable 

for this purpose to separate the a and c sentences from the b and d sen-

tences. Two reliability figures are given for eight sets of data: r = 

the reliability of the average of the given number of judges (i.e. the 

confidence that we can have that replication with a similar population 

of the same size would yield the same results) and 41 = the reliability 

of a single judge. 

TARLF,.4 

RELIABILITY OF MEASUREMENTS 

R R1 

ALL SUBJECTS Frequency (Pla 8e P2a) a + c .98462 .28324 

b + d. .98385 .27333 

Acceptability (P2b) a + c .96172 .19309 

b + d .95844 .18293 

SUBJECTS IN BOTH Frequency (P2a) a + c .96618 .27856 
EXPERIMENTS 

b + d .96512 .27214 

Acceptability (P2b) a + c .94833 .20772 

b + d .94774 .20813 

The reliability of a single subject is predictably low, since we 

know that there is considerable variation between individuals in accept- 

ability judgements and we might expect the same variation for frequency 

judgements. The reliability of the group, however, is comfortingly high:* 

we can cite the results with a great deal of certainty. 



I amgratèful to the instructors who gave me the opportunitÿ to 

cgñduct the experiments: Professors Frank Cassell, Martin Schmidt, John 

Schroeder,"and Roland Stromberg, all of the Department of history at the

University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee. Iam heavily indebted to Professor 

Robert Remstad of the Department of Ffiurational Psychology for frequent 

.advice on statistics and to Paul Kreuler of the Social Science Research 

Facility oS the College of Letters and Science for an immense amount of 

computational work. , I am also indebted to a number of students who helped 

in the administration of the tests or in the scoring of the results. 

This paper is a slightly revised version of the paper mimeographed in 

February 1975. 

2The subjecQ were asked not to. give their names, but they were ra-

required todevise an identification number to match the performance of 

individual subjects across experiments in the same set.. They were also 

asked tovide certain io a pro p gF phical information: age, sex, year of 

studies, major, and States in which they had lived for.at least one year. 

Most of the biographical information was elicited. for the a experiments' 

only, in the belief that approximately the same number of students would 

attend the lectures on both occasions. Unfortunately, a large proportion 

of•the subjects were present on ohly.one of the two occasion*; as' a re-

sult, the only biographical information available for those who attended 

,just the b experiments is their age, since that was included in the idea-, 

tification number that the subjects devised. 



Ages: 18-21s  la & 2a - 161 (84.30; 2a & 2b - 81 (i3.1%); 21) - 124.(87.•34) 

Sex: Males la &.2a - 139 (72.90i 2a & 2b - 58 (66.74 

Females la 4•  2a - 51 (26.V; 2a & 2b - 29 133.3) 

Freshmen or Sophomores: 1a & 2a - 142(73%); 2a & 2b - 75 (86.2%)   

Major's:  Only d small number declared their major, since most had not yet • 

begun to specialize: la & 2a - 45 (23.71); 2a & 213 - 10 (11.51); the 

majority were in the Social Sciences. 

State: Wisconsin la & 2a -165 (96.44); 2a á 2b = 80 (921) 

Other Mid-west States la & 2a - 10 (54);  2a & 2b - 5 (5. ) 
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APPENDIX 1 

List of Sentences According to Linguistic Categories 

'.Passive/Active  

1a Marvin s& Susan. 
b Susan was. seen by Marvin. , 
'Bruce called Jane. ' 
Jane was called by Bruce.d. 

2a  Did Marvin see Susan? 
b Was Susan seen by Marvin? 
c Did Bruce call Jane?
d Was Jane called by Bruce? 

le Peter'can watch the game. 
.b The•game can be watched by Peter. 
c Carol can read the book. 
d The book can be read by Carol. 

Modal Negation 

!.a I may be ready before you. • 
b I. might be ready before you. 
c She may be theirteacher.. 
d She might be their teacher. 

5a I may not be ready before you. 
b •I might not be ready before you. 
c She may not be their teacher. 
d She might not be their teacher. 

perfect/Past 

6a' He has spoken to me several times since he came here. 
b He spoke to me several times since he came here. 
c She has written:to•Us a number of times since she moved to London. 
d •She wrote to us a number of times since she moved to. London. 

7a He has been sick ever since he left school. ' 
a He was sick ever since he left school. 
o She has been happy ever since she married Bob. 
d She was happy ever'since she married Bob., 

Indicative/Subjunctive/SHOULD 

Ba We recommend that ie pays full'tuition. 
b We recommend that he pay full tuition.- 
c. We urge that he•gives.his reasons. 
d We urge that he give' his reasons. 



9a We_recomne that he pay full tuition.
b ' W'e recommend that he should, pay full tuition. 

.c We urge that he give his reasons. 
1 We urge that he should give his reasons. • 

1vá They demand that' she reports all the facts. 
b They, demand that she report all the facts. 
c They insist that, she leaves the country; 
ci They insist that she leave the country. 

11a. They demand that she report all the facts.
b. They demand that" she should' resort all the facts: 
c They insist that she leave the countiy. ' • 
d  They insist that she should leave the country. 

Relative Positions of Adverbials  

12a We were waiting-for three, hóurs on -Monday. 
.b • We'were waiting on Monday for Three hours. . 
c They played tennis for twenty minutes yesterday evening.. 
d They played tennis yesterday evening for twenty minutes. 

13a She goes s ironing every afternoón for a few minutes. 
b She goes swimming for a few minutes every afternoon.' 
c He has been staying with us every year for a week. 
d He has been staying with us for-a week every year. 

14a I go there 'shout three. or four times during the vacation. 
'b I.go there,during the vacation about three or four times. 
c,' 'Our .electricity was cut off several times two months ago:., 
ci •Our electricity was cut off two months ago several times. 

15a He waàworking before dinner in the garage. 
b He wa3•working.in the garage before dinner. 
c I eat rry lunch on Wednesdays at the office. 
d ' I eat my lunch at the office on Wednesdays. 

16a He is lecturing in the next building after lunch. 
b He is lecturing after lunch in the next building. 
c They sell :beer at the' student cafeteria every do/. 

••'d -They sell beer every 'day at•the student cafeteria. 

17a I spoke to him about, three or four times last week. 
b Í spoke to him last week abóut three br four times.
c. They came to our meetings on several occasions last year. 
d.', They came to oun meetings last year on several occasions. 

J'tegatiee Contractions 

. 14a They've 'nót had that, brand for. years. 
b Tiny haVen't had that brand for years. 
c They;ve not 'heard what happened. 
d They.. haven't heard what happened.! 

https://wa3�working.in


19a 'He's not here. 
b He isn't here. 
c She's not outside. 
.4 She isn't outside. 

20a Peters not here. 
b Pete isn't here.
e .Kate's not outside
d Kate isn't outside./: 

'21a We're not going. 
b We aren't going. 
c We're not.playtng. 
d  We aren't playing. 

Ellipsis. 

'. 22a Some students have complained to the'Chairman and they have written 
to the Dean. 

b Some stùdents have complained to the Chairman and written to the 
Dean. 

c Qtr children 'will seé the movie and 'they will Visit the zoo. 
d Our children will see the movie and visit the zoo.. 

23a Some studets have complained  to the Chairman and otherg have written 
'to the Dean. 

b Some students is have complained to the Chairmarti,and others written 
to the Dean. 

c Our children will see the movie and the other children will visit ' 
'the zoo. 

d "Our children will see the movie and the other children visit the • 
zoo. 

Indirect Object 

24a Tom gave the boy a dime. 
.b Tome gave a dime to the boy. 
c John lent the girl a book. 
d John lent a book to the girl. 

25a Tom gave-a boy the dime. 
b Tom .gave the,dime to a boy: 
c John lent a.girl the book. 
d John lent the•hook to a girl: 



APPENDIX 2 

Instructions for Scale Frequency Experiment  

The purpose of this study is to measure the awareness people have 
of the frequency of grammatical forms and contructions by having them
judge their frequency on a scale. In making your judgements, please think 
of the overall frequency in the English language„not merely of your own 
use. 

On each page of this booklet you will find a pair of sentences, like
the following:

(a) John  stands in the 'corner 

very rare very frequent. 

(b) John is standing in the corner

very rare very frequent 

All you have to do is judge the frequency in the English Language for 
each sentence by putting a check-mark ( ) on each line, either in the 
leftmost box ('very  rare'). or the rightmost box ('very frequent') or one 
of those between. 

We are interested in the constructions rather than in the individ-
ual wórds, so the frequency of the particular vocabulary is not relevant. 
For example, from that 'point of view it presumably makes no difference 
to your response if the sentences above contained Your brother instead 

 of John. To help you restrict your judgement to grammatical frequency, 
we have put on each page a pair of sentences that differ_ only •grammatically', 
for example in the forms of the words or in the order of the words. . 

IMPORT ANr : 
1 Place your check-marks in the middle of spaces, not on the boundaries: 

THIS NOT THIS

(2) Be sure you check every scale--do not leave  any  out!

Some of the sentences are similar. Do'not turn back to previous . 
pages, and do not try to remember how you checked similar sentences earlier 
in this experiment. When you are told to'start; work through each page 

- as quickly',as you can. It is your first impressions that we want. On the 
other hand, please do not be careless, because we want your true impressions. 



Instructions for Acceptability Experiment 

The• purpose' of this experiment is to measure the attitudes that, var-
'ious people have towards grammatical forms and corstructions.by having
' them_jude.their acceptability on a scale. In making your judgements,
phease give your own .feelings—not what you think others have said or
might say: • _ 

On eachpage o1 this booklets you will finda pair of sentences, like 
. the fallowing: 

(i') John stands-in the corner 

çbmpletely perfectly 
. unacceptable OK 

(b)'John is standing in the corner

completely perfectly 
unacceptable OK 

. All you have to do is judge.the:-acceptability of each sentence by putting 
a check-mark ( ,) on each line,. either in the leftmost box ('completely ' 

_.uiacceptabié') or the rightmost box ('perfectly okapi') or one of those - 
between. 

IMPORTANP: 
711 Mice  your check-marks in the middle of spaces, not on the boundaries: 

THIS NOT '.THIS 

(2) Be sure you check every scale--do not leave anyoutl 

Some of the pairs of sentences are similar., Do not turn back .to 
previous pages, and do not, try to 'remember how ybu checked similar sen-
tences earlier. in the experiment. When you are told to start, work through 
each page as. quickly as you can. It is your first impressions that we • 
want. On the other. hand, please do not be careless, because we want your 
true impressions. 

https://cor�structions.by
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